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Abstract: This paper proposes the forward and backward sweep algorithm in the distributed 

network . This system provides the best combination of  location of generators in the power 

system . In developed algorithm , the objective function to be minimized is the total losses 

occurred in the network . The test results for 3 – bus system is represented by using 

MATLAB , Python and C- coding languages . These 3 different  programming languages 

helps us in analyzing the system by having multi-approaches . It calculates the losses at each 

buses present in the system network  along-with their graph plotting. This contributes towards 

the efficient and reliable system . 
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1. Introduction 

 

Electricity is produced in bulk using power plants fuelled with natural gas, coal or oil as primary 

sources. Combustion of such fuels results in emission of pollutants like oxides of Carbon, 

Nitrogen and Sulphur. Due to shortage of energy resources, the energy crisis and greenhouse 

emission problems have been gradual increasing day by day. Greenhouse gas emissions 

particularly carbon- dioxide is the main cause of global warming. In recent years, a lot of energy 

policies and research projects focused on the energy-saving. Large wind and solar farms have 

been installed in power systems around the world due to environmental problems caused by 

using fossil energy resources. There is a need to reduce losses also for better reliability of 

system.   

 

2.Forward – Backward Sweep Algorithm 

The forward &  backward sweeping algorithm is employed to overcome the grid – 

connected radial load power flows . These are derivative free that will make the 

complicated calculations into simpler form  .  

 

 2.1. Forward Sweep 

This acts as the reference node as the base of the progressing down-stream by the 

corrections of the bus voltages . 

 

2.2 Backward Sweep 

This algorithm starts with the backward sweep , where the voltage nodes are fixed and 

are assumed to be known . It again requires the progressive sweeping of the nodes that 

involves investigation of connections and the use of loops . This uses bus- injection to 

the branch current matrix that is BIBC matrix.  
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3. Need of Forward & Backward Sweep Algorithm 

This method copes- up with the system network that lacks the slack bus i.e. reference 

bus also. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it makes the optimal allocation of 

generators . It reduces the losses present inside the power system networking. The 

overall efficiency of the entire system network gets enhanced due to reduction  of the 

losses in the distribution networks . The reduction in the losses will contribute to the 

reduction in the temperature also . The cost of the system also will be reduced & 

thereby it makes the system reliable.    

4. Algorithm  for the Proposed System Network  

Step-1: Start 

 

Step- 2: Use the forward sweeping as well as the backward sweeping method for the 

given system network . 

 

Step-3: Perform the load flow analysis . 

 

Step-4: Continue the analysis till the maximum set iteration count  

 

Step-5: Display the calculated results along - with the graph plotting . 

 

Step-6 : Stop 
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5. Flow Chart 

Fig.(i) shows the flow chart that involves the forward & backward sweep algorithm . 

 

Fig.(i): Flow Chart for the Proposed System Network 

6. Proposed System Network 

The proposed system network is having 3 buses , 3 generators & 3 loads . Now , here in 

this system network , the new generator denoted by ‘Gx’ is introduced .  This  new 

generator i.e. ‘Gx ’  is placed at bus – 1 , bus- 2 & bus-3 separately & then the overall 

losses occurring inside the system network are calculated . This system is verified with 
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the help of 3 different coding software  i.e. MATLAB code , Python compiler and C- 

coding .   

The objective function is ,  

 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = ∑|𝐼𝑏𝑟𝑖|2𝑅𝑖𝑁
𝑖  

 

Where , 𝐼𝑏𝑟𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ 𝑖 , N is the total number of branches in the system , 𝑅𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  
Min. 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 

 

Fig.(ii) shows the circuit  diagram of this proposed system . 

 

 

Fig.(ii): Proposed system network with 3 buses,  3-generators & 3 loads 
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7. Outputs 

 

Fig.(iii): Output results of python coding 

 

Fig.(iv):Output Graph obtained from python coding 
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Fig.(v) : Outputs obtained from C- program 

 

 

 

 

Fig.(vi): Output results of MATLAB – Generator at bus no.-1 
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Fig.(vii): Output graph for losses : Generator at bus no.-1 

 

 

 

Fig.(viii): Output results of MATLAB – Generator at bus no.-2 
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Fig.(ix):Output graph for losses in MATLAB -  Generator at bus no.-2 

 

 

 

Fig.(x): Output results of MATLAB – Generator at bus no.-3 

 

 

Fig.(xi):Output graph for losses in MATLAB -  Generator at bus no.-3 
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8. Observations 

Table no.-1 shows the comparison of the results between the 3 coding softwares when 

Generator ‘Gx’ is placed at different positions in the proposed system network . 

 

Table No.:1 : Summary of losses in Python , MATLAB & C-Coding 

9. Results 

The optimal allocation of generator ‘Gx ’ is at bus no.-1  as the losses  are  low. As per 

the software , the losses obtained from  python coding  is low at bus no.-1 i.e.  1.27 MW 

.  

10. Conclusions 

This system provides optimum placement, reduced losses, improved efficiency, 

reduction in the temperature effects, economical & reliable system. 
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